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Appalled by way of the increase of Islamic fundamentalism, Warraq deals a reasoned exam of
the world's moment greatest religion. He criticises numerous features of Islam, together with the
Rushdie affair, the oppression of girls and the enforcement of taboos.
Muslims are the 1st sufferers of Islam. repeatedly i've got saw in my travels within the Orient,
that fanaticism comes from a small variety of harmful males who keep the others within the
perform of faith by way of terror. to disencumber the Muslim from his faith is the simplest
provider that you'll be able to render him. —E. Renan.On the internet, and in genuine life, you
can find Muslims who will expectantly avow how impeccable their holy e-book is. additionally,
you will locate them asserting that Islam is a faith of peace by way of bringing up definite verses
from the Quran. i was one among them also. However, doing this may simply express your lack
of understanding of pre-Islamic Arabia, the intolerance of Islam and the absurd legislation of
Islam which are incompatible with our modern-day life.Ibn Warraq touches upon each attainable
point of Islam that i will take into consideration and that are meant to be scrutinized. The booklet
is intensely well-researched. the writer says first and foremost of the publication that he's no
longer a scholar; during this book, he simply accumulated numerous scholars' paintings and
commented on them. His statement is however, meticulously finished and the abundance of
assets make his arguments even stronger. Chapters are dedicated to essentially the most very
important matters relating to Islam: the starting place of Islam; Muhammad and his message;
Structure, grammar and mistakes of the Quran; Nature of Islam; Islam, democracy and human
rights; ladies in Islam's view and etc. because the writer makes a few robust situations opposed
to Islam in the course of the book, it makes one imagine how can any Islamic apologist, for
instance Hamza Tzortzis (or replacement one other apologist's name), communicate of Islam as
being divine and peaceful? i'm wondering in the event that they are certainly ignorant
approximately Islam to this extent. Or in the event that they do recognize the reality
approximately Islam yet repackage it as divine to promote to the overall clients who're blind to
this facet of Islam. Apparently, lack of knowledge is bliss.My favourite was once The Origins of
Islam. It used to Why I am Not a Muslim be fascinating. The bankruptcy analyzes the affects of
Judeo-christian, Zoroastrian, Pre-Islamic Arabia, different heart japanese and Greek legends at
the Quran and accordingly on Islam. a number of tales within the Quran are copied from
Zoroastrian religion. For example: Muhammad going to heaven on a winged donkey and
assembly earlier prophets and etc. used to be a Zoroastrian story, which had various characters
and setting. Now, of course, many—if now not all—Muslims will Why I am Not a Muslim say, "But
Muhammad (pbuh) was once illiterate! How may possibly he have copied the stories, he did not
even know the way to read!" Well, of course, the Quran exhibits Why I am Not a Muslim that
Muhammad used to be illiterate. However, as cultures mingle with trading, details diffuses; let
alone the facility of memorization which might be proven via the Quran being memorized via the
early Muslims or even today. during this chapter, you'll discover the evolution of religions.It can
also be heartbreaking to listen to approximately what number Muslim girls and kids be afflicted
by the atrocities of Islam in numerous elements of the world. He cites a number of cases, which
exhibit how backward and irrational Sharia legislation is. i'm going to point out of them right here

and i'm convinced that merely will suffice to aid Why I am Not a Muslim my argument of Shari'a
legislation being idiotic: A thirteen-year-old lady used to be abducted and raped via a "family
friend." while her father introduced a case opposed to the rapist, it was once the woman who
was once installed felony charged with "zina," unlawful sexual intercourse. the daddy controlled
to safe the kid's unlock through bribing the police. The traumatized baby was once then critically
overwhelmed for disgracing the kin honor.A fifty-year-old widow, Ahmedi Begum, made up our
minds to allow a few rooms in her condominium within the urban of Lahore to 2 younger veiled
women. As she was once approximately to teach them the rooms, the police burst into the
courtyard of the home and arrested the 2 ladies and Ahmedi Begum's nephew who had easily
been status there. Later Why I am Not a Muslim that afternoon, Ahmedi Begum went to the
police station together with her son-in-law to inquire approximately her nephew and the 2 girls.
The police informed Ahmedi they have been arresting her too. They confiscated her jewellery
and driven her into one other room. whereas she was once waiting, the cops shoved the 2 girls,
bare and bleeding, into the room after which proceeded to rape them back in entrance of the
widow. whilst Ahmedi coated her eyes, the police pressured her to observe by way of pulling her
fingers to her sides. After soreness a number of sexual humiliations, Ahmedi herself used to be
stripped and raped by way of one officer after another. They dragged her open air the place she
used to be back beaten. one of many officials pressured a policeman's truncheon, lined with
chili paste, into her rectum, rupturing it. Ahmedi screamed in terrible ache and fainted, in simple
terms to get up in prison, charged with zina. Her case was once taken up by way of a human
rights lawyer. She was once published on bail after 3 months in prison, yet used to be no longer
acquitted till 3 years later. within the meantime, her son-in-law divorced her daughter due to his
shame. It makes you ask yourself why a few elements of the realm have advanced, at the least
evaluating ourselves to 1400 years ago, and why a few elements of the area are nonetheless
dwelling within the 7th century Arabia. Now of course, apologists will say, "They are not
following the genuine Islam." However, they're getting those principles from a similar booklet
that the apologists follow. additionally this can be only a "no real Scotsman" fallacy. you may
simply spot any faith of Peace. Its extremist individuals will be super peaceful.—Ricky
GervaisThis e-book could be learn via every person who says that Islam is a faith of peace. The
peaceable Muslims are only the results of their "scriptural lack of understanding and secular
knowledge," as Sam Harris placed it while describing non secular moderates. such a lot
importantly, it's going to be learn by way of each Muslim during this world. yet as one reviewer
positioned it: this can be an incredible work, although most likely few will learn it who should.
Mulla, in the event that your prayer has powerLet me see you shake the mosque !If not, take a
few pegs of liquorAnd see how the mosque shakes on its own.
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